









Aide de Camp to the President
David K. Holland
Second Lieutenant, Infantry, United Stctes Army Reserve
MARSHALS
Marshal of the Day
Colonel G. T. Mackenzie, United States Army
Assistants to the Marshal of the Day
Lieutenant Colonel Robert H. McAteer, United Stotes Army
Lieutenant Colonel Edward G. Davis, United Stutes Air Force
Mojor Joseph R. Pickett, United States Army
Mojor Raymond G. Teborek, United States Air Force
Captain Frederick D. Standish, United States Army
Captain Edwin D. Woellner, United States Air Force
Captain Samuel W. Howell, United States Army
Captoin Walter M. Hatcher, United States Air Force
Captoin George I. Wagner, United States Army
First Lieutenant John C. Boleyn, United States Army
First Lieutenant James F. Pullen, United States Air Force
Warrant Officer Howard S. Maney, United States Army
Moster Sergeant Orrin R. Helgeson, United States Army
First Sergeant Howard E. Winters, United States Air Force
Moster Sergeant Henry C. Bloom, United States Army
First Sergeant Joseph E. Carter, United States Air Force
Moster Sergeant Elmer O. Kinker, United States Army
Master Serqecnt Edward B. Raber, United States Army
Master Sergeant Elvin D. Sutton, United States Army
Technical Sergeant Ollie E. Day, United States Air Force
Technical Sergeant Frank J. Buldro, United States Air Force
Sergeant First Class Maurice E. Seely, United States Army
Technical Sergeant Charles E. Drennon, United States Air Force
Sergeant First Class Melville B. Schenck, United States Army
Technical Sergeant lomon D. Meacham, United States Air Force
Sergeant George S. Gordon, United Stotes Army
Stoff Sergeant Joseph W. Ott, United Stotes Air Force
Sergeant Mock J. Patterson, United States Army
THE ORDER OF MARCH
The University Band
The National and University Colors
The Marshal of the Day
The President of the University and the Speaker of the Day
The Chairman of the Board of Trustees
The Trustees and Official Guests
The Vice President, the Dean of the University, and the Comptroller
The Deans and Other Administrative Officials
The Half Century Club and Other Alumni
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Engineering
The Faculty of the College of Law
The Faculty of the College of Education
The Faculty of the College of Commerce
The Faculty of the College of Pharmacy
The Candidates for the Advanced Degrees
The Candidates for the Bachelor Degrees
USHERS




PRESIDENT HERMAN LEE DONOVAN, Presidinq
PROCESSIONAL:
Pomp and Circumstance Elgar
University Symphony Orchestra
Edwin E. Stein, Director
INVOCATION - Robbi Sidney Bollon
Temple Adoth Israel
Lexington, Kentucky
Overture to "Corio Ian", Opus 62 Beethoven
University Symphony Orchestra
The Heavens Are Telling from "The Creation" Haydn
Mixed Chorus and Orchestra
ADDRESS - Essentials for Peace
The Honorable John Sherman Cooper
Special Consultant to the Secretory of State
and United States Delegate to the United Nations Assembly
Washington, D. C.
CONFERRING OF DEGREESAND AWARDS - President Donovon
CHARGE TO THE GRADUATING CLASS - D,. Fronk LeRond McVey
ALMA MATER ...................................................................................... Lampert
Chorus, Orchestra, and Audience
BENEDICTION- Reverend George J. Q'Bryan
Chaplain of the St. Joseph's Hospital
Lexington, Kentucky
The National Anthem Key-Smith
Chorus, Orchestra, and Audience
Carillonic Bells - Lela W. Cullis
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
MARTIN MARSHALL WHITE, Dean
CANDIDATES FDR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Erwin Frederick Albrecht, Jr Sociology Louisville
James Russell Anderson •.......••••....•... Geography Guston
Ethelyn Elaine Ashley •..........•......••.. Library Science Nicholasville
Barbaro-Ann Auwoerter library Science Manasquan, N. J.
James Hunt Barker History Lexington
James lancaster Barlow Journolism Georgetown
Philip Homer Barnes Music Lexington
Katherine Allen Barnett History Shelbyville
Isaac Emerson Beauchamp, Jr English Russellville
Lloyd Lancaster Bell History Beechwood
Louise Ayres Benjamin TopicaJ Field-Advertising and
Merchandising . Cynthiana
Edward Pot Benton Geogrophy Ashland
Edith Dixon Bishop Sodology Madisonville
Mary Frances Bleidt Psychology Lexington
Harry Houser Boaz Psychology Mayfield
Juliet Bradley Romance Languages .. Covington
Martha Mary Bradley Law Covington
Nancy Carol Brewer Radio Arts Mayfield
Douglas Franklin Brown Radio Arts Louisville
Peggy Virginia Buckley English Louisville
Virginia Buckner Geography Paris
John Edward Burns Psychology Ludlow
Ralph Curtis Carpenter Geography ,., Royalton
Carl Edward Carrier German Lexington
Carolyn Carson Sociol Work Paducah
David Lawrence Carter German " .. , ,.", .. ,............ Lexington
Anna Sam Cassell Soclcl Work , Lexington
Leonard Charles Sociology .. " Dickson City, Penn.
John William Clark Radio Arts Middletown
Clemet Lee Cockrel Radio Arts Caneyville
Henrietta Morris Cohn Social Work , Lexington
Thomas Abell Collins Journalism Lebanon
Earl Lewis Conn Journalism Marion, Ind.
[5]
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Doris Dean Cook History Smithland
James Wilma Cooke Geography Quality
Charles Edward Cox Social Work Gratz
Hannah June Croley Sociology Pineville
Harriett Lee Crutchfield Romance Languages Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Norman Wheeler Cummins, Jr History Louisville
Helen Louise Cunningham Romance Languages Peru, Ind.
James Edward Cunningham Tapical Field-Religious Aspects
of Culture Clinton
Louise Clifford Curry Psychology Lebanon
Shelby Whiting Darbishire ·· political Science Lexington
Martha Jane Martin Daugherty Topical Field-Fine Arts in
Education Ludlow
Joan Evelyn Davis :::nglish Orlando, Flo.
Clarence Leslie Dawson Political Science .. West Point
Jacquelyn Louise Day Journalism Cumberland
Helen Davenport Deiss Joumoflsm Lexington
Fronk Walton Dempsey, Jr Economics Erlanger
Charles Allen Dorroh Journalism .. Princeton
Jane Eimer Economics Woodbridge, N. J.
Peggy Gibbs Elmore Politico! Science Lancaster
Daniel Soul Epstein · Economics Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gerard Harvey Estrine Psychology Brooklyn, N. Y.
Frank James Falck Psychology New York, N. Y.
Jeanne Kelly Finch Psychology Lexington
Lucas Floyd, Jr Geography Somerset
Rodney Ray Ford Journolism Greenville
Marjorie Ellen Fronck Topical Field-Industrial
Personnel.............. Big Rapids, Mich.
Gloria Barnette Gorner Social Work Lexington
Charlotte Russell Garr Topical Field-Latin American
Culture Lexington
Betty Gorst English Lexington
William Leslie Gault Physico! Education Lexington
John Randolph Gordon Art Danville
Richard Allen Gorham Geography Lexington
Betty Allen Gorman Social Work Lexington
James Arnett Groves Politico! Science. Lexington
Cassius Billy Gravitt, Jr Arts-~aw Lexington
Sara Mae Greene Social Work. Mount Sterling
Charles Henry Greenman, Jr Social Work .. Louisville
William Kelly Hagan Physics .. Lexington
Robert Jasper Haney Radio Arts . Ferguson
Mary Jeanne Harrell Radio Arts Louisville
Barbara Jefferson Harris Ancient Langu~ges Lexington
Martha· Carolyn Hays Psychology . Mayfield
[6 ]
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Harvey Alcorn Helm ................•••••••• Political Science Danville
Charles Edwin Hendricks ........•••••••••• English Lexington
Virginia Lee Henry ................•••••••••• Psychology Lexington
George Ann Hertlein .........•••....••...••• Social Work Springfield
Charles Franklin Hinds ................•••• History . Paducah
Forest King Hobson, Jr ...............••..•• Journalism. . Campbellsville
James French Hoqe, Jr ............•.•.••..• Political Science Lexington
Barbara Lee Holeman ................••.••• Sociology Madisonville
Kent Hollingsworth Journalism . Lexington
Anna Faye Hooks Social Work Hopkinsville
Eleanor Leigh Hughes Social Work Henderson
James Lee Hurd Psychology .. Louisville
Wilbur Lloyd Jenkins Political Science Lexington
Frances Janet Jernigan Psychology .. Portland, Tenn.
James Oliver Jordan .............••..•.•.... Journalism .. . Lexington
Joseph Mayo Joyner, Jr Politico! Science Portsmouth, Va.
William Francis Kelly Psychology Lexington
George Weber Kirchner Topical Field-
Recreation .... Fort Benning, Go.
Barbara Jean Kirwan ................•..••••• History Louisville
Joe Pat Knight Radio Arts Paducah
Mary Baker Knox Romance Languages Mount Sterling
John Bennett Kuiper Art . Lexington
Enid Laulicht Sociology Lexington
Dorothy Ruth Lee Soc!cl Work Saint Petersburg, Fla.
Vann Milton Lester Art . . Somerset
James Levin Political Science Williamsburg
Alpha Brainerd Lewis Geography Walled Lake, Mich.
Rita Elaine Lyon Socicl Work Morehead
Virginia Carolyn McBee Soclcl Work .. .. Sturgis
Sara Hart McConathy Romance Languages Nicholasville
Jessie DenviJ Maggard Radio Arts Grahn
Barbara Ann Mandt ................•••••••• Home Economics Manton
Joseph Edward Marks III Physical Education Lexington
Charles Douglas Martin Geography Lexington
Betty Lee Mastin Journalism Nicholasville
Anne Park Moyes English Lexington
Harry Mac Meador Topical Field-Advertising Cecilia
Mabel Mears Social Work Jacksonville Beach, Flo.
Marion Mulkey English Louisville
Charles Hannon Murray History Covington
Joseph Rudolph Nard Psychology Norton, Va.
James Minor Nickell Political Science . Ashland
Rufus King Nightingale Anthropology Savannah, Ga.
Roberto Elizabeth Nve Library Science Fairhope, Ala.
Mary Kavanaugh Oldham Psychology .. Danville
William Lovell Pannell History .. Greenville
James M Paroles Political Science Greenfield, Ohio
[7]
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Marcellus Moss Patterson Philosophy Madisonville
Patricio Ann Paxton English " Paducah
Martha Lee Pennebaker Philosophy Cookeville, Tenn.
Charles Kiefer Pentecost ...•••..••••..••••Journolism Henderson
Thomas Nelson Perkins English Lexington
William Thomas Perkins Geography " Lexington
Robert Earle Poire Geography " Laconia, N. H.
Ella Rena Potter English Paducah
Randolph Wilson Powell Radio Arts Newton, Mass.
Barbaro Louise Preston Philosophy Louisville
Walter Kleber Price English Lexington
Carroll Florian Raaum Psychology Fargo, N. D.
Nancy Vamvas Radosevic English Milwaukee, Wise.
Nancy Coons Ramey Social Work Sharpsburg
Dorothy Elizabeth Redford History Roanoke, Va.
Marjorie Alice Hall Rhorer Social Work Lexington
Marjorie Ann Richey Psvcborocv Glasgow
Don Rickey, Jr History Geneva, III.
Marilyn Margaret Ritz Physlcct Education New Albany, Ind.
Ova Paul Roaden Sociology Loyall
William Roberson, Jr Psychology Lexington
Robert Lever Robertson Psychology Sturgis
William Milton Rogers, Jr Political Science Lexington
Orville Stanley Rose Psychology .. Wilmore
Barbara Ruth Rosson Romance Languages Washington, D. C.
Anthony Frank Rotunno Political Science . Canton, Ohio
Cecil Edward Rowland Geography Glasgow
Paul Willis Scott Topical Fielcl--Pre-Medical
Studies Lexington
Donald Robert Seay Art Lexington
William Ernest Slone Rodio Arts Lexington
Frederick Dewitt Smart German Cloverport
Robert Lee Smith Politico!" Science Lexington
Benjamin Garrott Smithson History Hopkinsville
Ada Ruth Vest Snowden Social Work Lexington
Frank Kenney Southworth Economics Lexington
Ray Earl Springer, Jr Geography .. Henderson
Dcnlel Cable Stamer Psychology Monticello
Barbara Lee Stewart Rodto Arts. Tiptonville, Tenn.
Aaron Thrasher Sullivan, Jr Geography Lexington
Louise Swinford History Carlisle
Roscoe Tarter Arts-Law Russell Springs
Edwin Warren Taylor English Lexington
Douglas Simpson Tomkies History Huntington, W. Va.
John Wilson Tully Journalism Fort Knox
Benjamin Richard Turner Political Science Dawson Springs




NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
William Ray Ward Psychology Paducah
Maurice Hunter Warner Art Lexington
Dorothy Ann White History Newport
Earl Malone Williams Geography Everts
Allen Filmore Wilson Mathematics Lexington
Eleanor Jeanne Wilson Topical Field-Merchandising and
Costume Designing Lexington
Correll Emerson Word, Jr Philosophy Lexington
Robert Otis Young Sociology Paducah
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Hubert Lee Allen Mathematics Morehead
Jock Dugger Amis Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
Robert Vaughn Arbuckle Geology Greenville
Fronk Houston Bassett III Tapical Field-Pre-Medical
Studies Hopkinsville
Harvey Hubbard Berry Mathematics Louisville
Thomas Richard Bosley, Jr Chemistry Lexington
Owen Lester Brown Arts-Medicine Russell Springs
Lois Ethel Calhoun Hygiene and
Public Health Germantown, Ohio
Ellis Ray Carter Zoology Hartford
Herbert Mumford Cassidy Psychology Lexington
William Sidney Chenault Psychology Frankfort
James Dennis Clay, Jr Geology Henderson
Jack Usher Colley 'roorcol Field-Pre-Medical
Studies Mayfield
James Elvin Conkin Geology , Louisville
Harrison Raymond Cooper, Jr Chemistry Louisville
Sora Elizabeth Crain Botany Ashland
Paul William Cronen Zoology Lexington
Paul Johnston Cunningham ••••.•..•.•..•Toclccl Field-Pre-Medical
Studies Princeton
Robert Floyd Doolin Geology Peebles, Ohio
Robert Thompson Elmore, Jr Geotogy Wheatley
Douglas William Ey Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
Davis Stuart Fields, Jr Physics Louisville
Robert Frederick Flege, Jr Geology Irvine
James Diuguid Ford, Jr Anatomy and Physiology Paducah
Thurmond Maurice Francis Physics Holland
Lew Wallace Friend Anatomy and Physiology Pikeville
Mary Frances Futrell Arts-Medicine Cadiz
r 9]
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Miller Lucas Gregory, Jr Psychology Ludlow
Lillian Carl Griffey Mathematics Clinton
Curtis Willmott Harrison Anatomy and Physiology Wilmore
George Wallace Hauser Geolagy Barbourville
Robert Emanuel Houser Geology Barbourville
John Cozatt Hays Psychology Danville
John Byrd Hencley, Jr Bacteriology Harlan
Thomas Richard Herold Physics Dunlow, W. Va.
Gaines Edwards Huey Topical Field-Pre-Medicol
Studies Walton
Howard Edward Hurst Geology Hazard
Boyd Edwards Jessee Engineering Ashland
Charles Lynn Johnson Anthropology .. Vicco
Hershel! Lee Keeling Anatomy and Physiology Joliet, III.
Ellis Royal Kerley Anthropology Covington
Charles George Kreldel Chemistry Bellevue
Jack Smith Lewis Physics Whitesburg
Elizabeth Victoria Link Chemistry Louisville
Eugene Melvin Luttrell ............••.•..•• Geology Lexington
L. C. McCloud, Jr Anatomy and Physiology Jenkins
Marie Louise Kellogg McCown ••••••••.•Psychology Versailles
Jerry Byrne McKenney Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
William Bernard Macke Geology . Newport
James Howard Murphy .........•••.••.•..• Geolagy Lexington
Martha Ann Muth ...........•..••••••......•• Bacteriology .. Louisville
Ronald Otis Naser, Jr Topical Field-
Pre-Medical Studies Sturgis
Carson Young Nolan .......••.••••••••••••••Psychology Lexington
Harvey Mac Pewitt, Jr Anatomy and Physiology Fulton
Kenneth Sutherland Phillips Toptccl Field--
Pre-Medical Studies Lexington
James Elmer Price, Jr •••••.•••••••••••••••••Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
James William Ramey •..•.•••••••..••••••••Zoology Mount Sterling
Edward Oren Roy .......•.•..••••••••••••••••••Geology Louisville
Elmer Andrew Reusch ........••••••••.•••••Chemistry Bellevue
James Eugene Ross Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
Joe Comer Ross ...•......••....••••••••••••••••Anatomy and Physiology Tompkinsville
Rose Jewell Ruh Chemistry Lexington
William Albert Rye Anatomy and Physiology Flemingsburg
Oren Alphis Scrns, Jr .......•.•••••••••••••• Geology Lexington
Edward Moss Self Geology Rockfield
Jean Sherman Geology Lexington
Katherine Agnes Slrnpf Bacteriology Jersey City, N. J.
Francis Stephen Stapleton .•••••••••••••••Psychology Flat Gap
James Edward Stepp •..•..•.•.••.••.••••••••Zoology Inez
David Ames Stockton ..••••••••••••..••••••••Hygiene and
Public Health Tacoma, Wash.
William Clement Swift Physics Lexington
Douglas Coy Thomas Anotomy and Physiology Lexington
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Carey Thomas Vinson, Jr Anatomy and Physiology Cadiz
George Solomon Walker Psychology .. Lexington
Kenneth Wells Botany Tongs
Norma Aileen White Bacteriology Lexington
William Edward White Anatomy and Physiology Sturgis
Benton Mack Wright Anatomy and Physiology Neon
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
NAME ADDRESS
Ova Cletis Bradley Morehead
John Arthur Clifton Idleman Paris, III.
Francis Joesph Kinsch Evanston, III.
Norman Jerry Klein . Lexington
Robert Louis McNeer Portsmouth, Ohio
Robert Newton Price Frankfort
Paul Gregory Sears . Somerset
William Kenneth Snead . Owensboro
Stanley Morvin Tarter Somerset
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF ARTS
IN JOURNALISM
NAME ADDRESS
Dorothy Jean Allen . Lexington
Calvin Dudley Anderson .. Owingsville
Rodney Alan Beck Louisville
William Allen Benjamin .. Providence
Vernon Richard Bingham Dewitt
Betty Randolph Boggess . Tazewell, Va.
Charles Lindsey Breckel . Louisville
Andrew Jackson Briggs Lexington
Lloyd Campbell Chilton, Jr Erlanger
Karl Anthony Christ Henderson
Herschel Will Cox McRoberts
Thomas Diskin Fort Thomas
Doris Rae Drake Lexington
James Christian Eddlemon, Jr Paintsville
Freida Fair Inez
Jerald Allen Finch Lexington
Harold Goodwin Fleenor Lexington
Lucien Goodwin Fluty , , Lexington
[11 ]
NAME ADDRESS
Patricia Burnett Gish Frankfort
Bobby Lawrence Griesinger Bellevue
Robert Lee Hagerman Hartford
Ralph Kenneth Hammerle Louisville
Gene Lindell Harmon Lexington
Francis Mac Hellard Lexington
Paul Richard Jordan Garrett
Leonard Eugene Kelsay Covington
Shirlee Johnson Leathers Lexington
Winfield Gabhart Leathers Lexington
Edwin Thomas Leavens Lexington
Walter Howard Leonard Harlan
John Price Malone Louisville
Henry Edward Moloney Lexington
William Henry Marnhout Coraopolis, Penn.
Holton Horney Mastin Paris
Ramon Alan Morgan Lexington
William Gerold Mullins Fulton
Charles William Noe Louisville
Charles Mervin Patrick Ashland
Robert Burns Pitchford, Jr Scottsville
George Newton Reynolds Lexington
Stanley Joy Schill Volley Stream, N. Y.
Richard Clayborne Sizemore Uniontown
Robert Garnette Smith Danville, Va.
George Oscar Snyder Newport
Thomas Rankins Spillman Berea
Clarence Cecil Williams Nicholasville
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC
NAME ADDRESS
Cornelllus Von Boyer Stearns
Mary Carolyn Carver Somerset
Mary Anne Faulkner Good Lexington
Martha Faye Kittinger Owensboro
Elizabeth Kathryn Mowat Benham
Gertrude Lasseter Patch Lexington
Virginia Bowie Satterfield Princeton
Barbara Jean Shafer Lexington
Donald Perry Stone Mount Sterling
Joyce Elizabeth West Williamsburg
[12]
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
NAME ADDRESS
Barbaro Frances Brown Lexington
Phyllis Etters Campbell Lexington
Robert Wi Ison Cooper .. . Norwood, Ohio
Charles Eugene Craft .. _ . Lexington
Juanita Reed Crawford Stanford
Venita Lu Dawson Lexington
John Battista Fontana Peekskill, N. Y.
Nancy Jane Holbrook. .. Morehead
Martha Nunley Pollard Princeton
Ida Mae Pruden . Owensboro
Gloria Faye Ranney. . Lexington
Mary Ruth Whitley Paducah
[1'3]
COLLEGE OF AGRICUL rURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
THOMAS POE COOPER, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURE
NAME ADDRESS
James Hetzel Adams Flat Fork
Joseph Edison Banks . . Whitesburg
James Howard Barnes Kenton
John Victor Barnett Bagdad
Clarence Phillip Boyes Oil Springs
Glen Elwood Bayes . Oil Springs
William Ray Bingham . Elliston
Clayton Botner . Booneville
Gerald Roy Bradley...... . "........ .. Beech Creek
Shelby Thomas Brammer Susie
Clyde Harreld Brawn Frankfort
Denver Roy Browning .. Cawood
James Henry Buckles White Mills
William DeWinter Burgess, Jr Owensboro
Allen Thompson Burke Oak Grove
Robert Marshall Carlisle .. Georgetown
Henry Jacquline Cash Parksville
William Nelson Cherry Model, Tenn.
John Richard Clifford Elizabethtown
John Matthew Cole .. Williamsburg
Barkley Forrest Colson .. Somerset
Dentls Alvis Colson . Paducah
George Robert Conway........ Milton
James Lafayette Cornelius Victory
Fred Weldon Cornett Daisy
Grover Allen Corum Garrard
John Floyd Cosby Richmond
William Gene Cowan Ewing
Richard Crofton . Henderson
Chester Clyde Craig .. Mount Olivet
Robert Lewis Culley Lexington
Shelby Clay Davis .. .. Fulton
William Henson Dearen (.: Bardstown
[14]
NAME ADDRESS
Charles Smiley Dennis Berry
Ronald Charles Dorfman Queens Village, N. Y.
Albert Estern Drake Georgetown
Owen White Dugan Brandenburg
Kelsie William Durham Yosemite
Robert Lewis Enlow Hodgenville
Norman Douglas Ethington Shelbyville
Donald Haynes Evans Nicholasville
Charles Howard Ferguson .. Wayne, W. Va.
Robert Shelby Follis Bowling Green
Jesse Craig Ford . .. .. .. Bardwell
Lawrence Edward Franks .:.......... ..., Owenton
Thomas Jackson Fritts Williamsburg
Aaron Leo Gant Sharon Grove
Clarence Andrew Gerstle Louisville
William Fairleigh Giltner Eminence
Walter Tate Goggin, Jr Danville
Karl Sheffer Grady, Jr. . Munfordville
Newcomb Green ... Wakefield, N. H.
Morris Lewis Greene Greene
Fredrick Moss Greer . Clinton
Gene Grider Liberty
Jack Haggard Ashland
Foster Benton Hamblin Lexington
Carl Cornelius Hamilton Falmouth
Ora D. Hawkins Owenton
John Henry Heick Prospect
Rolla Bascom Hendrickson .. Kings Mountain
Alexander Taylor Hensley Hector
Bernard Elwood Hill Mima
J. B. Hockensmith Frankfort
Edd Coolidge Hogg Mayking
William Raymond Holbrook Olive Hill
Donald Luther Holland Victory
Winthrop Howell Hopson Cadiz
Harold Eugene Hoskins . Lawrenceburg
Willard H. Hoskinson Brandenburg
Thomas Earl Hough Paducah
Arthur Curtis Hounshell, Jr Louisville
Alfred Edgar Houston Murray
Julian Joseph Howard, Jr Lexington
Richard Dale Howard . Wilmore
Byron Gail Hughes Paris
James Wilson Ingram Paint Lick
Walter Ledman Jewell, Jr. .. . ., Buechel
James Justin Johnson Maloneton
R C Johnson Dundee
Lawrence Raymer Jones, Jr Paris
[15]
NAME ADDRESS
Howard Edgel Kiser "" " , .."., " ",,'.,,' , ,.. ,.. Grayson
Thomas Allen Krutz ""..... ,.""" " " Georgetown
Paul Jackson Lacey .. " "" " ,.. , ,.",' ", Cynthiana
Donald McKay Laffoon .. " Daniel Boone
John Hamilton Lebus .. " " Cynthiana
Albert Charles Lee " """ Williamsburg
James Carroll Long ",....... ..", """""",., " , ". Crofton
James Shirley Long ".. ..""."...... .. ", Georgetown
Paul Marion Love .. "" " " .. Taylorsville
Glenn Louis Loveless, Jr "" " " Somerset
John Green Lovell ... " "." "... .. Louisville
Russell Wilson Lowe " " " "" Greensburg
Homer Wilson McBrayer ",.,., " , Morehead
Paul Ignatius McCarty, Jr. .. " Curdsville
Edgar Askren McDavitt .. "" .. " "........... Fisherville
George Thomas McEuen " ..." South Williamson
Louis Forsythe McFatridge "....... Harrodsburg
Millard Ray Maxey ..... ,.. .. "....... Ringos Mills
Ramon Jay Mehlenbacher Avon, N. Y.
Wesley Orville Mickey.... . ". " " Lexington
Harold Fields Miller """" , """" " East View
Woodrow Miller " " " " " Waldo
Forrest Tuttle Minor , ,.,., .. , , " Danville
Norman McClore Moody , ., "" .. ,." , ", , Lexington
Wellington Moore " ,."' .. , , ,, , , ", .. Lexington
Willis Green Moremen.... .. ' "" " Brandenburg
Henry Franklin Moss " " Bowling Green
George Mauritz Nelson, Jr "" " " " " Simpsonville
Howard Henry Nienaber ,." , ,."""" " '" .. Covington
William Charles Padon "" "" Solem
Alton Roy Parsons .. " , "".,.,., ", ,., ,." ", Berea
David Stratton Patrick , ,." , " " ,., Salyersville
George Bernard Pen-out , , ", ,.,' , ,."., , ", Cynthiana
Harold Felix Poole ., ,., "."." " , ,.. ", Frankfort
Thomas Herschel Porter ,." ", : , Madisonville
Obie Francis Ramsey ", ,., , ,.. , " " Murl
Joe Irvin Rankin ,., ,.. , , ,." " , Lancaster
Wilbur Leroy Rardin .. , ", California
Charles Hudson Robinson " .. ,., ,., "" , """ "" .. Willard
Delbert Ray Robinson "., ,.' , Hodgenville
John Herman Rose, Jr ,.. . " " " Louisville
Don Ross , , ', .. ,., ,.,., , Ewing
Isaac Parrish Rouse "" ,'.", , " ,.. ,., " "., Midway
Corwin Donald Roush """" "".,.'",.""." .. , ,.. , Dayton, Ohio
Morris Royster "" ", , " Lexington
Edward Logan Ruggles .. , '" ",., '" ,., .. ,' , ",. Springdale
Joseph Zimmerman Sack ""...... .. Lexington
Dorothy Helen Sanford ,.. , " , " "" Pembroke
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NAME ADDRESS
Marlin Graydon Seaton . Kevil
Arthur Frederick Seelhorst .. .. Siloam
Benjamin Rolph Sewell.... .. Sewell
Loren William Shaffer Wilmore
Robert Bradford Simon Butler
James Ralph Sims . Jamestown
Clifford Stanton Smith Soldier
Robert Sydnor Smith .. Hodgenville
Arthur Pridemore Sowards Grassy Creek
William Carl Sparks, Jr Princeton
Eugene Spencer Jackson
William Howard Stamper Waynesburg
Kenneth Gibson Stewart Wildie
Jackson Augustus Taylor Victory
Winford Bailey Thomas Shelbyville
Brent Druien Thompson Hodgenville
Beavin Franklin Thornsberry, Jr Hodgenville
Joseph Lawrence Troutman Battletown
John Peary Tuggle Albany
Clarence Taber Vertrees Glendale
George Arthur Vossler Eggertsville, N. Y.
Stewart Lucas Waits Frankfort
William Reeves Wash Lexington
Eugene Ryburn Weakley Shelbyville
Richard Gustov Weil Lexington
Russell Warren Wells Blaine
Corless Frank Wiley Mishawaka, Ind.
Joseph William Willett Bardstown
George Fletcher Willmott, Jr Lexington
Hobert Bruce Wilson Helton
John Robert Wilson Cynthiana
Everette Eugene Witt '" Winchester
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN HOME ECONOMICS
NAME ADDRESS
Betty Marie Andes East Bernstadt
May Virginia Arnold Owenton
Annie Mae Ballard , Winchester
Jane Hayden Basham Hardinsburg
Marjorie Jeanette Blair , Corbin
Emilie Jane Blount Lexington
Ruth Jane Bristow Erlanger
Martha Vivian Burks Hodgenville
Mary McGee Burress Greensburg
Betty Catherine Crump _ Paris
[ 17]
NAME ADDRESS
Dorothy Deane Doyle . Paris
Eloise Gaines Ewbank , Warsaw
Marion Hubertine Fisher Lexington
Alethea Eulaine Gillespie Tollesboro
Ruth Grider . Liberty
Elsie Rebecca Hurt Hickman
Kathryn Hunter Irvin Winchester
Mary Frances Jackson Cropper
Mayme Olene Joseph Keck
Ida Christina Kummer Franklin
Patricio June Lawson Hickman
Ino Chlotene Lowe Ashland
Mary Jane Lucas ", Erlanger
Charlotte Elizabeth McNeely Fulton
Claire Louise Mabry Hickman
Noami Sue Mitchell Lexington
Evelyn Ruth Osborne Dover
Emily Jean Porker Cold Spring
Mary Lois Paul .. Foster
Alma Jucnltc Scott London
Marjorie Clark Shields Falmouth
Mary Anno Spencer Louisville
Emma Joyce Steele Paintsville
Betty Margaret Strunk Lexington
Martha Frances Swofford Richmond
Mary Frances Waggener Burgin
Dorls Ann Warren Owenton
Lois Faye Wesley Cloverport
Helen Neree Hatcher Wood Alexandria
[18]
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
DANIEL VOIERS TERRELL, Oean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Jay Curtis Adams . Greenville, Penn.
Morris Jethro Amburgey.. . " Hindman
Eddie Me Ames , Sturgis
Victor Barbieri New York, N. Y.
Claude William Barnett _ Frankfort
Wendell Boyes Oil Springs
James Louis Branum . Ravenna
Dwight Carrithers Bray Frankfort
Jean Franklin Brown . Lexington
Robert Albert Brunson Bellevue
Merle Coble Compton
Miller Thompson Campbell Lexington
James Lee Chandler Wingo
Paul Bruce Clark Lexington
John Bland Daley Lexington
James McCormick Elliott Pineville
William Earl Endicott, Jr Lexington
Arnold Paul Fish Somerset
William Grant Galloway Maysville
Bernard Lewis Goldstein Volley Station
Abraham Morris Goller Lexington
James Walter Gordon Elkton
James Vaden Green Lexington
Keith Lee Guthrie Frankfort
Albert Walton Hagan Somerset
Harold Blaine Haggard Winchester
John Robert Harbison Ashland
Robert Stevenson Harrison Erlanger
Joseph Marion Heidenreich Lexington
Roger Leon Hulette Frankfort
Glenn Edgar Johnson Barlow
Russell Alvin Johnson Lexington
Frank Kemper Rosslyn
Emmett Hubbard Kennedy, Jr Elizabethtown
Wesley Arthur King Chattanooga, Tenn.
William Frazier Lawson Cincinnati, Ohio
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NAME ADDRESS
William Walker Long Springfield
Theodore Roosevelt McDaniel Lexington
Shafter McKnight Lexington
Jock Allison Marshall, Jr. . Dyersburg, Tenn.
William Clyde Martin Lexington
Gatch Nelson Maxey, Jr Carlisle
Haven Lawrence May Saint Albans, W. Va.
Henryearvcne Morgan, Jr Lexington
Larry Holton Myers Lexington
Edward George Naramore Penryn, Calif.
Gordon Kries Owen Middlesboro
Charles Williford Pemble, Jr Miami, Fla.
Joseph William Pochomis Cleveland, Ohio
James Jay Pollitte Lexington
Walter Earl Porter Cadiz
Elbert Powers Corbin
Frederick Raymond Rose, Jr Lexington
George Crumbaugh Russell, Jr Russellville
Henry Mestayer Schimpeler Louisville
William Paul Shoemaker Lexington
Edwin Scott Smith Frankfort
George Truman Sparrow Lexington
John Webster Staley Alexandria, Va.
Goebel Eugene Stanley Lexington
Roger Nunan Stark _ Fort Mitchell
Donald Joseph Steilberg Valley Station
Eugene Cecil Stevens Hazard
Charles William Sullivan Lexington
William Thomas Swain Memphis, Tenn.
George Henry Talbott, Jr Lexington
Paul H. Threlkeld, Jr Carrsville
Paul Bernard Vandevelde Louisville
William Harry Walker Lexington
James Clark Wash, Jr Lexington
Robert Allen Wharton Parkersburg, W. Va.
George Woodrow Wilson Lexington
John Horace Word Lexington
Zane Taylor Young Morehead
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Joseph Perkins Adams Ludlow
Orville Arnett Sublett
Lyle Newton Back Monticello
[20]
NAME ADDRESS
Arnold Doyle Baker •........... : Somerset
David Lyelle Bolch Frankfort
Robert Benjamin Balmut Lexington
Estill Eugene Barker Olive Hill
Hobert Barker , Lexington
Charles Perry Bosmajian Fresno, Calif.
Corbett Brashear ", .. ,." Corbin
John Edward Brosz Ludlow
James Noble Buckner , Sardis
Samuel Jackson Burdette, Jr Lexington
Joseph Warren Campbell Owensboro
Carroll Sparks Carter, J r Lexington
J. T. Cavender Water Valley
Roy Lee Cole Harlan
Daniel Lawrence Coleman Aflex
Richard Mantamery Coleman Aflex
Jack Edward Cook Covington
Earl Kenneth Cottongim London
Ernest Leonerd Coulter Louisville
William Crawford Louisville
William Louis Dale Erie, Penn.
James Medford Dawson Franklin
Louis William Dawson , New Hoven
Roderick Douglas Dew Louisville
Harold Lee Dodson Paducah
John Walter DuLaney Paducah
Forest Richard Edwards Paducah
John Richard Endicott Lexington
Grover Cleveland Ethington, Jr Shelbyville
Kenneth Harston Fishback Louisville
Cleston Robert Fisher , Louisville
Robert Thomas Fuchs Erlanger
Ree McCoy Gallagher Vincent
Edward George Paducah
John Berry Guthrie, Jr Bardstown
Neil Douglas Hall " , , Tulsa, Okla.
Owney Childres Hall , , Prestonsburg
Robert Lee Hannigan Louisville
J. Warren Harness Lexington
Edgar T. Harney Lexington
Robert Delavon Hatchett , Danville
Marvin Lee Hill Paducah
James Russell Howell Huntington, W. Va.
Elmer Isaacs Gray Hawk
Philip Gail Jackson Pcris
Kenneth Blackburn Johns Versailles
Calvin Ford Johnson Belmont, N. C.
[21]
NAME ADDRESS
Robert Crockette Johnson . Lexington
Eldred Carlton Jones Lexington
Neil Clifford Jones, Jr Lexington
Raymond Arnold Kemper Covington
Nicholas Khoury...... Lexington
Ernest New King Louisville
William Houston King Sandy Hook
Augustus Erick Klemmer Lexington
Donald Lee Lafferty . Lexington
Frederick Lawrence Lou Louisville
Jesse Rowland Lynch Owensboro
Thomas Leslie Lyons .. Frankfort
Ronald Lloyd McKenney Richelieu
Charles Francis McMeekin, Jr Lexington
Raymond Martin Wayland
Donald Alvin Mendelson Lexington
William Rhea Meredith, Jr Bowling Green
Edward Henry Michalski Brooklyn, N. Y.
Beverly Patterson Miracle Trosper
James Howard Monier , Berea
August Adolph Moore Lexington
William Lewis Haynes Moore Bowling Green
Leroy Lyle Morgon Bedford
Billy Van Morris Covington
Gregory Joseph O'Leary, Jr. Cincinnati, Ohio
Floyd Lollard Owen, Jr Hopkinsville
Maurice Morvin Pace Corbin
Joe Jack Parsons Catlettsburg
Fred George Perkins Louisville
David Herman Pruden Livia
Kenneth Rehkopf Ralston Buechel
Paul Riddle McRoberts
John Lee Roberts Paris
Wilburn Thomas Robertson Frankfort
Wallace CRoss Lexington
Jack Royse , " ., Lexington
Willie Arnold Sams, Jr. .. Lexington
Josue Adalbert Santiago New York, N. Y.
Wilson Coleman Sauteben Hopkinsville
Joseph John Schmitz .. Covington
Bobbie Linville Sears .. Somerset
William Henry Sebastian Petersburg
Herbert Almon Shacklett Island
Edward Thomas Simons Newport
Charles Douglas Smith Flatwoods
Edword Leo Smock , Lexington
Robert Stephen Summers Glendale
[22]
NAME ADDRESS
Thomas Estill Sutherland Charleston, W. Va.
Robert Thomas Taylor Earlington
Ronald Earl Terrell, Jr Barlow
Angelo Charles Testa Williamsport, Penn.
Joe Clifford Thompson Pikeville
Linus Martin Tupman Bellevue
Carl Vincent, J r. Henderson
Jack Coleman Warford , Flemingsburg
Whitfield Parard Watson , Ashland
Joseph Alfred Webb Franklin, N. C.
Robert Sanford Webster Frankfort
Mark Edward Whalen, Jr Youngstown, Ohio
Carl Baker White, Jr Tallega
Robert Blake Whitney Sebree
George Carroll Williamson Wickliffe
Charles Richard Wilson, Jr Williamson, W. Va.
William Lee Womack Huntington, W. Va.
John Edwin Young Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Joe Lewis Abbott, Jr Georgetown
Robert James Anspach South Charleston, W. Va.
Granville Purdum Barker : Mansfield, Ohio
Stanley Barnett Garden City, N. Y.
Steven Louis Bartalsky Johnson City, N. Y.
Richard Walter Bartsch Buffalo, N. Y.
Roymond George Bauer Louisville
William Albert Bauman Owensboro
Cecil Thomas Beckett Flemingsburg
Homer Lewis Biggerstaff Berea
William Sayer Birdsall Middletown, N. Y.
Leslie Edward Black , Irvine
William Luther Bradford Butler
James William Bradley Stamping Ground
Lawrence Martin Brown Paducah
Joseph Edward Brunk Mansfield, Ohio
Fred Ewing Bryan Brownsville, Tenn.
Calvin Frederic Buechele Louisville
Paul Edward Burka Danville
James Franklin Caines Ashland
Leonard Isaac Chambliss Lexington
John Hugh Chenault Frankfort
Virgil Davis Clark Lothair
James Morgan Clayton, Jr Morehead
[23]
NAME ADDRESS
Thomas Bruce Cooper College, Ga.
Roy Raymond Crawford, Jr Whitesburg
Thomas Melvin Daley Lexington
Edward Lee Duffy Midway
John Preston Featherston Lexington
David Nando Felty Ashland
Fred William Fest, Jr Weston, W. Va.
Samuel Eugene Fowlkes, Jr Saint Albans, W. Va.
Clarence Lamar Frazier Gilbertsville
John Bruce Frounfelker Ironton, Ohio
Virginia Stratford George Paducah
Lewis Foster Gifford, Jr ' Lexington
Edgar Eugene Goodbub : Louisville
William Khendale Greathouse Lexington
George Scott Gresham Somerset
William Frederick Hamilton Irvine
Harold Stephen Harlow Louisville
Bernard Everett Head, Jr Louisville
Thomas Jocob Hedger Dry Ridge
Jerome Anthony Heitz Louisville
Elvin Earl Helms, Jr. Petersburg
Sammie Ray Hewlett Lexington
Edgar Jess Huet Tarentum, Penn.
Russell E. Hughes Wickliffe
Lyman Utah Jenkins Lexington
Morris Vaughan Johnson Shelbyville
Thomas Allen Johnson Versailles
Lytle Allen Jordon Erlanger
William Gay Kappa Lexington
Norman William Kihnley Louisville
Alois Walter Kinsch Evanston, III.
Clair Otting Langebrake Fort Thomas
Glenn Edward Laswell Brodhead
Gerold Edwin Le Masters Parkersburg, W. Va,.
George William Loptien Ashland
Richard Joseph Lynch Frankfort
Clyde Gordon Lynn Detroit, Mich.
James Robert Lyon Lexington
Marshall Malin McEuen, Jr South Williamson
Clarence Kendall McGlothlan Irvington
James Albert McLeod Lexington
Henry Stuard McLimore Owensboro
Albert Rosebury Mander, Jr Allison Pork, Penn.
Alfred Lindon Marcum, Jr Lexington
Charles Peyton Martin III , Lexington
John Robert Matchett Covington
William Eugene Mattingly Philpot
Gordon Eugene Menne Covington
[24]
NAME ADDRESS
Ralph Bane Menser Louisville
Irvin Smith Noland Versailles
William Barbee O'Bannon College Station, Texas
William Ernest Otto , Curdsville"
Samim Ozgur Akhisar, Turkey
Roger Graham Pate Coeburn, Va.
James Bethel Potton Beaver Dam
Alwyn Brooks Perry Lexington
John William Pfeffer Lexington
Kimble Lawson Pollitt Lexington
Edward Joseph Radin Johnson City, N. Y.
David Lee Reed Owensboro
Earl Logan Salyers : Kings Mountain
Arthur Patrick Schneider " Nicholasville
Preston Henry Schrader , Anchorage
Paul Bush Seaton , , Lexington
George Robert Sherman Memphis, Tenn.
James Arthur Shirley Lexington
Edward Slone Cynthiana
Ralph Blaine Smith Burnside
Raymond Smith : Inez
Robert Cecil Stamper , Jackson
Adren Ora Steele Lynch
Robert Fulton Stewart Paducah
Delbert Taylor Lexington
Charles Raymond Theobald Lexington
Raymond Charles Thornton Louisville
Alfred Preston Tolley Montgomery, W. Vo.
Russell Errington Travis, Jr Fulton
Dirk Arie von Gemeren Huls ter Heide, Utrecht, The Netherlands
Manuel Antonio Vila Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico
Warren Wore Walton, Jr Lexington
William Robert Ware, Jr Lexington
William Lloyd Woyman , " Covington
Glenn Weatherspoon ,.. , Fulton
Gene Clinton Wert ,., ,.. , , ", Lexington
Alvin William Wicke , , Lawrenceburg
James Edwin Williams ,., , Crestwood
Conrad Melvin Willis ", , , ", " ,." Millwood
Zollie Lee Witt ",., ", ,., , Lexington
Oren Adair Woford ,." ,, Lexington
Richard Glenn Womack " , "., "., , Oldtown
Charles William Young, Jr Hopkinsville
[25]
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Samuel Ewalt Adair, Jr , Paris
Burkett Ragan Barrett Mount Sterling
Ellis Louis "Foster, Jr Louisville
Robert Frederick Gerding , Lexington
Jaswantroi Jayantilal Ghia Bombay, Indio
Howard Hetneke , Bellevue
Robert Lewis Kimberly Fort Thomas
Calvin Clayton Lowery, Jr Dayton
Harry Eugene Miller Ashland
David Page Newman : Lexington
John Patrick Perry Louisville
William Oliver Rossenfoss Mount Sterling
Edward Paul Rowady Winchester
John Gillilan Sauer Lexington
William Ronald Smither Lexington
James Morrison Stone Louisville
Walter Clarence Swanson Arlington, N. J.
George Jae Thompson Lexington
Eugene August Timmel Louisville
William Edward Wardman, Jr Ashland
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MINING ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
John William Bossett Madisonville
Jack Winston Begley Hazard
Elza Fain Burch Lexington
Robert Lewis Martin Richmond
Joe Power Newell Maysville
James Marker Todd ~ Louisville
Harry L. Washburn Lexington
[26]
COLLEGE OF LAW
ELVIS JACOB STAHR, JR., Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF LAWS
NAME ADDRESS
Denver Adams . Wendover ~
Dee Ashley Akers , , Carrollton /I"
George Benjamin Akin Wlnchester v
John Phillip Allen : Brodhead ~
Clarence Edwin Bornes, Jr , , Lexlnqtonv
Thomas Pearce Bell Lexinctonv"
Everett Raymond Berger, Jr Newport .......
William Harvey Bixler Lexington wi""
Edward Thompson Breathitt, Jr Hopkinsville"
Charles Rhoades Burton Lexington/
Jimmy Noel Buster Jcmestownv
Alonzo Singleton Cagle Owensboro'"
Dalton Bryce Caldwell' Lexington ..
Hugh Kolb Campbell Lexlnqtonv-
Michael James Clore Loutsvllle v
Clarence Creech Ashlcnd v
Virgil Fowler Lexinqton v"
Roger Emerson Fritz Lexington
John Patrick Godfrey, Jr Lexlnqtonv
Daniel William Goodmen Lexincton v
James Lamar Hardy Paducah ./
Gladney Harville Jonesboro, Lc.v"
James Corter Helton Pineville./
Robert H. Helton, Jr Corbin '"
Robert Alberto Hines, Jr Paducah
Richard Lewis Hinton Flemingsburg'"
Morris Douglas Hodges Williamson, W. Va.
Thomas Edwin Horne Erwin, N. C. /
Donald Clarence Hoskins Lowrenceburc v"
Robert Nicholas Hubbard Hodgenville"
John Jerold Johnston Lexlnqton-"
Robert Dudley Jones Somerset _
John William Kelly Sprlnqfield-"
John James Larkin Lexinqton "
Benjamin Harry McKeehan Oak Ridge, Tenn . .,
Delbert Levi McLaughlin Lexington r'"
Benjamin Johnson Mann Bloomlnqron v




J Maubert Rhey Mills Clinton
Coleman Dupont Moberly London
7 Patricia Ann Moore WinchesterRobert Carlos Muncy Hyden
Archie C Nickell Lexington
J Earl Thomas Osborne La Center
J Blake Hubert Page Marietta, Ohio
Robert Meba·ne Perry Frankfort
.I Virgil Francis Pryor " Georgetown
Royce Carter Pulliam Cynthiana
I Ralph Guerrent Ranney, Jr Saint Louis, Mo.
Edwin Dawes Rice Louisa
j William Eugene Scent Danville
J Buford Allen Short Lexington
J William Edmund Sloan Lexingtonj Donald Cawood Smith Cawood
Elizabeth Ratliff Smith, Jr Irvine
Ma·ria Jane Carter Sparrow Lexington
I Bruce Stephens, Jr Royalton
I Thomas Rust Underwood, Jr Lexington
Gilbert Milton Wilson Paint Lick
I Woodson Taulbee Wood , Maysville
John Buford Wyatt Gracey
[28]
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
FRANK GRAVES DICKEY, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
IN EDUCATION
MAJORS AND MINORS
NAME OR AREAS ADDRESS
Jennie Kathryn Agee Biological Sciences-History Jonesville
Frank Alexander History-English Shanks Village, N. Y .
.John Claire Alexander English-History and
Political Sdence--Sociology Elliston
Joyce Elaine Allen English Louisville
Evelyn Hayden Allison Elementary Education Lexington
Emma Lee Anderson Commerce Somerset
Anita Stewart Boker Elementary Education Bardstown
Suzanne Rogers Barnes Elementary Education Maysville
Dale Arthur Barnstable PhysicaJ Education and
Health , Antioch, Ill. ""
Kathleen Yates Bealmear Elementary Education Marion
Sara Kathryn Beam Commerce Bardstown
Marth.a Sue Brown English Clinton
Jacqueline Fish Byrd Mathematics-History Lexington
Leah Frances Calhoun Physical Education and
Health Germantown, Ohio
Alma Virginia Carl Social Sciences Fort Mitchell
Charles William Carter Mothematics--German Dayton
Hugh Bethel Cassell Mathematics-English Lexington
Estil Gray Chaney Social Sciences Stanton
Herschel Chaney Commerce Beattyville
Wilma Jane Chitwood Commerce-Spanish Corbin
Clyde Dozier Coatney Mathematics-
Physical Education Lexington
Paul H. Colwell Elementary Education Yerkes
Julanne Louise Conway Physical Education and Health Louisville
Nancy Lucille Conway ...................•.. Physical Education-
Biological Sciences Ashland
James Milton Crofton Physical Education-
History Hebbcrdsvllle
Cecil Craig, Jr Mathematics-Physics Covington
Marjorie Anne Cutler Elementary Education Joliet, 111.
Charles Wolter Daugherty Geography and Geology-
Economics and Sociology .... Nicholasville
[29]
MAJORS AND MINORS
NAME OR AREAS ADDRESS
Ida Moe De Mass .· Elementary Education Lexington
Joseph Castiglione DeVito Social Sciences Stamford, Conn.
Grayce Amalee Dolid English-Speech and
Dramatics Forest Hills, N. Y.
Ellen Mauldin Drake Engli.sh Greenville, S. C.
Ruth Martha Edwards Elementary Education Frankfort
Doris Ann Eith Elementary Education Louisville
Betty Blakely Elliott Physical Education-
Biological Sciences Lexington
Gladys Aileen Elswick Commerce-English Pikeville
John David Engle, Jr English Yocum
David Ellsworth Espin Social Sciences Lexington
Carroll Merlin Ewing •......................• Physical Education-
Mathematics Lexington
Leonard Cole Foul Chemistry-
Biological Sciences West Union, Ohio
Lois Jean Ferring .............................• Elementary Education Louisville
Charles William Finnell Physical Education and Health Lexington
Betty Ann Foster Elementary Education Stanford
Burtis A. K. Franklin Chemistry-Mathematics Whitesburg
Bertha Lewis Gifford French-English Lexington
Mary Martha Graham Elementary Education West Union, Ohio
Thomas Leland Graham Mathematics-Psychology Bloomfield
Bernard Coleman Gravitt History end Political Science--
Sociology-English Lexington
Gayle Ruth Grogan Physical Education-
Biological Sciences Lexington
Paul Harold Gunsten, Jr Phvstcol Education-
Mathematics Lexington
Ann Sogeser Haggard English-Spanish Lexington
Marilyn Ramsey Haley Art Elkton
Helen Creech Hamblin Sciences Lexington
Betty Darrell Hammock English Lexington
Joyce Haynes Elementory Education Louisville
Robert Lewis Hellard, Jr History-Geogrophy and
Geology................................ Lexington
Lorenzo Hope Herring, Jr Social Sciences Lexington
James Hickey Physical Education-History Winchester
Marion Samuel Hicks Physical Education-English Lexington
Nadine Ankney Hill History and Political Science-Economics
and Sociology Somerset, Penn.
Charlie Solomon Holland Physical Education-
Biological Sciences Gilbertsville
Richard Joseph Holway ...................• Physical Education-Geography and
Geology Youngstown, Ohio
Marion Elizabeth Honeywell .............• Mathematics-
Biological Sciences ........ Westtown, N. Y.
[30]
MAjORS AND MINORS
NAME OR AREAS ADDRESS
Arthur Eugene Horton SOcial Sciences ;....... Winchester
Barsha Rose Howard .. .............• Elementary Education .. Helechawa
James Harold Insko .........................• Physical Education-History and
Political Science Paris
Anne McFarland Jennings Elementary Education Louisville
Donald Edward Jones Social Sciences Henderson
Mildred Irene Jones History and Political Science-
French Pleasant Plain, Ohio
Anita Sherlock Kayse Physical Education-Commerce .. Lexington
Charles Kirk Kemper Social Sciences Lexington
Robert James Kennedy English-History and Political
Science Lawrenceburg, Ind.
Amanda Joan Kenney Elementary Education Frankfort
George Haltby Kinnaird English Lexington
Leslie Dougherty Kitchen Physical Education-
Biological Sciences Lexington
Sora Frances Lamb Commerce-Music Frankfort
Juanita Ruth Lansdale Physical Education-
Biological Sciences Lexington
Billy Doyle Ligon English-History and
Political Science Owenton
Elizabeth Ann Lowe Commerce Smiths Grove
Lyle LaVelle Lowry Chemistry-Mathematics-
Physics Lexington
Anna Jean Lyons Elementary Education Berry
Charles Youmans McClendon Physical Education and
Health Lewisville, Ark.
Ruth Marquis McCracken History and Political Science-
Psychology Jeffersontown
Lloyd Ivan McDermott Physical Education and Health Covington
Cecil Frederick McGee Industrial Arts-Mathematics Louisville
Ida Frances Manchikes History and Political Science-
English Ludlow
Betty Jean Martin Commerce-Home Economics McDowell
Harry Cecil Martin Soclcl Sciences Ashland
Fronk Furlong Mathias English-Spanish-History Carlisle
Betty Joan Moyse Elementary Education Lexington
Kenneth Clark Midkiff ...................• Mathematics-Physics--Geography
and Geology Dundee
John Milkovich History and Political Science-
Geography Stone
Thelma Chlotell Miller Physical Education-
Biological Sciences Tompkinsville
Wilma Clarice Miniard Commerce Daisy
George William Moreland English-Psychology-History and
Political Science Lexington
Effie Ruth Morrow Elementary Education .. Fort Lauderdale, Fla.




.......................... Elementary Education Boston
.......................... Physical Education-Biological
Sciences Paducah
Betty Lu Northcutt History-English Pork Hills
Georgia Glendora Northcutt History and Political Science-
English Pork Hills
Geraldine Leet Northcutt Elementary Education Lexington
Robert O'Brien ···· Chemistry-Mothematics Lexington
Nicholas Michael Odllvck Physical Education-
History Aliquippa, Penn.
Opal Nancy Owen History-Geography and Geology .. Glomawr
Emma Louise Patrick English-French Prestonsburg
Maxine Ann Paxson Commerce Lexington
Nancy Payne · English Riverton
Julius Cherry Powell Mathematics-History and Political
Science Harrodsburg
Clayton Edward Powers ...............••••• Physical Education-Mathematics-
History Frankfort
Janice Marshall Prewitt Elementary Education Lexington
Lana Carolyn Price English Russell
Mary Ellen Price Physical Education and Health Lexington
Karen Dru Rains ··· Commerce Lexington
Hazel Louise Ramsey English-Biological Sciences Danville
Robert McFarland Ronson Physical Education-History .. Saint Joseph
Sora Carolyn Raymond " English-French Smithfield
Arthur Jesse Razor, Jr History-
Biological Sciences ...... New Castle, Ind.
John Clarence Revel, Jr English-History-
Journalism Midway
Jo Ann Rhodes English-French Flemingsburg
Jo Ann Rhodes Elementary
Education Saint Albans, W. Va.
Clifton Albert Rice Mathematics-Physics Louisville
Edward Eugene Rice Mathematics-Psychology Ashland
Betty Jean Rowland English-Music-History and
Political Science Ashland
Rose Pelly Rubarts Commerce Stanford
Mary Montague Russell Physical Education-Biological Sciences-
English North Bend, Ohio
Florence Alan Sanders Social Sciences Lancaster
John Desha Scanlon English : Lexington
Mary Alice Schisler Physicol Education and
Health Portsmouth, Ohio
Jeanine Schlegel Elementary Education Louisville
Ann Borger Sharpe Elementary Education Liberty
010 Virginia Sheets Art-English Owensboro






NAME OR AREAS ADDRESS
Helen Lenore Short English-Chemistry-History and
Political Science Ashland
Joseph Scannell Simms Social Sciences Springfield
Lloyd Wallace Smith History and Political Science-
English Gray Hawk
Louellen Gardner Smith Elementary Education Somerset
Walton Madison Smith Social Sciences Union
Harriette Elizabeth Spalding Physical Educction-c-
Eng Iish .. Bowling Green
Donald Edward Spears Physical Educotlon-c-
Biological Sciences Belle, W. Va.
Edith Harrison Stephenson Elementary Education Williamstown
Jean Louise Stevens Physical Education and Health Louisville
Robert Bruce Stewart, Jr Mathemotics~History Campbellsburg
Ann Dorroh Survant Art-c-Enqllsh Lexington
Mary Jouett Swinford Social Sciences Cynthiana
Marie Louise Sympson Physical Education-
Biological Sciences Bardstown
Gayle Earl Taft Physical Educctlon-c-Hlstory Lexington
Clifford Thomas, Jr Physical Education-History Lexington
Wilbur Alexander Tincher, Jr Music-English Frankfort
Garland Ray Townes Physical Education-History Hazard
Ernestine Steffe Tribble English Cynthiana
Jone Carpenter Tucker History-English Liberty
Ann Bates Ulinski Chemistry-Mathematics Louisville
Harry John Ulinski Physical Education-
English Ambridge, Penn.
Lois Lynn Van Meter Elementary Education Lexington
Mary Wood Vaughn Economics and Sociology-Psychology-
English Dallas, Texas
Dorothy Lawrence Waits Elementary Education Lexington
Julian Rice Walker Physical Education and Health Lexington
Geneva May Warren History-Psychology Lexington
Betty Jo Wells Biological Sciences-History .. Mount Olivet
Frances Evelyn Wells Elementary Education Bloomfield
John Arlie Wells History-Geography and
Geology Waynesburg
George Leo Wild Physical Education-History Lexington
Forest Leon Williams English Manassas, Va.
Jesse Charles Williams Physical Education-
Biological Sciences Lebanon, Tenn.
Jimmie Doris Willson Library Science-History Moro, Ark.
Mildred Hawkins Wolford Elementary Education Lexington
William Lee Woodward Soclol Sciences Lexington
Humzey Yessln Physical Education and Health Lexington
Sarah Ann Youtsey Elementary Education Fort Mitchell
[33]
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
CECI L CLAYTON CARPENTER, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN COMMERCE
NAME ADDRESS
Elmer Brown Adams Lexington
Talmage Young Allen Owensboro
Brantly Dewitt Amberg 1 : Hickman
Griffin Simpson Anderson Lexington
Richard Fritz Anderson Lexington
Wilbur Angell, Jr / Versailles
Calvin Eugene Barber , Ashland
Clyde Russell Borrow Springfield, Ore.
Lawrence Martin Bass Louisville
David Hinze Bauer Louisville
Lewis Holton Bell Boyd
Melvin Kenneth Bellamy Richmond
William Reece Bennett Bardstown
Clarence Henry Besten Lexington
Bryon Whitfield Blount III Lexington
Lovelace Dugan Bodine, Jr Bloomfield
Edwin Mills Bonny Ravenna
Bonnie Belle Boone Lexington
Walter Stanbury Boone Boone, N. C.
Franklin Green Boswell Lexington
Mark Brayfield Bradley , Cynthiana
Josef Leland Brewster Frankfort
John Robert Bridges Henderson
Robert Lloyd Brislan Frankfort
Gerald Stewart Britt Louisville
Thomas Stuart Burdett, Jr Point Pleasant, W. Vc.
Clifton Durrett Camp, Jr Trenton
George Austin Cannon , Owensboro
William Bert Carlton Lawrenceburg
John William Carr Saint Matthews
Robert Howard Cason : Florence
Delbert DUI"WoodCayce III Hopkinsville
Billy Steele Chandler Carrollton
[34]
NAME ADDRESS
Robert Lee Chappell . Owensboro
Charles W Chinn Owensboro
Robert Morris Chowning Frankfort
William Dean Clay Covington
Frank Edward Clegg, Jr Lexington
Robert Morris Clinkinbeard Lexington
George Coican ~ Gary, Ind.
Lee Roy Cole McKee
Robert Milton Coleman III Bowling Green
James Riley Combs Vicco
Ruth Combs Hcacrd
Ernest Pascal Cooper , Lexington
William Franklin Cooper Caseyville
Earl Coleman Cottrell Stamping Ground
Harold C. Couch Charlestown, Ind.
Otis Milford Cox ' ,., Harlan
Mary Anne Crum , Pikeville
Joseph George Dahlan Beirut, Lebanon
Anthony Vernon Dallas , Paducah
Harold Barnard Danks Centertown
Louis Richard DiFrancisco New York, N. Y.
Paul L. Dillingham, Jr , Madisonville
Donald Gordon Dodson Lexington
James Irvin Dotson Belfry
Columbus Gibson Downing Lexington
James Leslie Durham Greensburg
Gloria Ellen Eastburn Watseka, III.
William Pork Eaton, Jr Bluefield, W. Va.
Philip Bader Elfstrom Wheaton, Ill.
Lloyd Allan Elliott Crittenden
Billy Wayne Etter Paducah
William Elwood Farra . Lexington
Gloria Feezle Mayfield
Wolter Boker Ferguson Union
WiJliam Lewis Fouse .. Parkersburg, W. Va.
Vernon Hole French. .. Corbin
Victor Duprey Frizzell, Jr. .. Owensboro
Dellon Karl Fulton .. Floral Park, N. Y.
Betty Jean Goines Pana, III.
Robert Vernon Gaitskill , Lexington
Larry Watson Gardner Dry Ridge
Roy Bush Gardner Elizabethtown
Miriam Isabelle Gerber ,. Lexington
James Thomas Gilkey, Jr Winchester
Alphus Lucian Golightly, Jr Evansville, Ind.
Eugene Moores Graham Bloomfield
Alexander Grech, Jr Port Jervis, N. Y.
George W Griffin, Jr London
[35]
NAME ADDRESS
Roy Silas Griffin, Jr lexington
Albert Eugene Gross Prestonsburg
Donald Bufford Grugin Stamping Ground
Dwaine Emerson Gullett lexington
Blaine Allen Guthrie, Jr louisville
Robert Christian Halvorsen lexington
Robert Kenneth Hami Iton '............................................ Carlisle
Joseph Allen Hardcastle Bawling Green
William Bernard Hartlage louisville
Douglas Stanley Haynes lexington
James Cyri I Heffernan Providence, R. I.
John Gravely Heinze Prestonsburg
luther Thomas Hilliard lexington
Jerry Jeanine Hinson lexington
Marguerett Ruth Hlte Morganfield
Robert Crews Holder louisville
Charles Bryon Hood lundale, W. Va.
Jack louis Hopgood Morganfield
Fred Fabian Howard Hodgenville
Ted Crittenden Howard lexington
Robert William Howorth Victor, N. Y.
Stanley Max Hunt Elizabethtown
Paul Blake Hylton Pikeville
Lofon Riker Ingels lexington
James Inglis, Jr Glen Rock, N. J.
Clyde laVerne Irwin Benham
Paul Robert Jacoby lexington
Edward Harold Jenkins , Artemus
John Maurice Johnson lexington
Jack Haywood Jones Mayfield
lloyd Kenneth Kasey Irvington
Harold Frederick Kelley Bronx, N. Y.
John Samuel Kelley Bardstown
Jack Kring Kennedy Frankfort
Walter Austin Ketron Lexington
Joseph Craig King, Jr Williamsburg
James Mason Kuhn Madison, W. Va.
George Alvin Lancaster Fulton
Paul Evans Landrus, Jr Lexington
James Stephen Lee New York, N. Y.
Robert Edward Lee, Jr Monticello
Charles Ernest LeGette Louisville
John Monroe Lewis Lexington
Glen Earl Lindeman . Erlcnqer
James Franklin Lindsey Lexington
Elva Maxine Littrell Lexington
Gentry Elliott McCauley, Jr Versailles
Wallace Green McCollum Fulton
[36]
NAME ADDRESS
Ollie W. McCormick II Mount Sterling
Robert Edwin McDaniels .. New Albany, Ind.
Stanley Lee McElroy.... .. Lexington
William Holt MacMullen .. Waynesboro, Penn.
Jcmes Clelland Mahon III .. Louisville
Herbert Marris Markell . Cincinnati, Ohio
James Ransom Martin . Harlan
Dinwiddie Lampton Mathis Bardstown
Paul Bryant Maupin Lexington
Robert Thompson Mayes Harrodsburg
Robert Ellis Meader Lexington
Calvin Frank Mercer Ellicottville, N. Y.
Hayden William Mills Kingsport, Tenn.
Irving Martin Milman Brooklyn, N. Y.
Paul Dee Mitchell Portsmouth, Ohio
James Makos , Ashland
George Hoyt Moore Lexington
Houston McCulloch Morris Hopkinsville
John David Morrow 111 Louisville
James .Jefferson Mulloy Lexington
Fronk Willis Munro, Jr Ashland
Thomas Ansel Nevitt Louisville
Lewis Howell Nicholls Greenup
Marvin Nicholson, Jr Lexington
Robert James Nuss Louisville
John Carroll Owens Lexington
Hobart Elkins Payne, Jr. . Welch, W. Va.
Roy Burnett Penix Paducah
George Terry Penn Lexington
John Richard Perkins Ludlow
Charles Oliver Pewitt, Jr Frankfort
Charles Wesley Phillips Franklin
William Roy Poe Mays Lick
Morvin Woods Pogrotsky Princeton
Raymond Howard Porter Cincinnati, Ohio
Colette Morrow Potts New York, N. Y.
Thomas Edward Prewitt Mount Sterling
James Morgan Pride Morganfield
Francis Russell Purdy, Jr Lexington
John Daniel Quertermous Marion
James Edwin Roder Egypt
Eleanor Jean Rector Independence
Leo Boone Reed Lexington
Robert Marion Reeder : Lexington
Glenn Meyer Rees Bradford
King David Rice Harlon
James Webster Riggs Russell
William Eugene Roach Harrodsburg
[37]
NAME ADDRESS
William Ralph Roberts Lexington
Carl Robinette, Jr. Lexington
Murray Lee Rowland, Jr................ .. Lexington
Kenneth Martin Saunier . Lexington
Joseph Leslie Schoepf Fort Thomas
Harry Burgoyne Scott, Jr Lexington
Hugh Graham Scott Lexington
Eva Mae Seale Hazard
Chester Lee Self Olmstead
Eugene Avis Shelton .Williamsburg
James Collins Sherman Lexington
Arvil Lester Short, Jr Louisville
Dudley Jerome Shryock Lawrenceburg
William Theodore Simpson Louisville
Wallace Earl Siria Madisonville
Louis Bryon Skaggs Mayfield
Wilmer H. Skaggs Ashland
Paul Merriman Smith Versailles
William Keller Sparks Louisville
Merle Virginia Spencer Bellevue
George Rives Stoll Morganfield
Angelo Storti Elmsford, N. Y.
John Arthford Stough Montgomery, Ala.
Horace McKinley Stratton, Jr Bondville
William Thomas Survont Lexington
Samuel Brown Swope Stanford
Omar Lee Tatum Louisville
Rolph Davis Tatum Louisville
Aaron Taylor Kingsport, Tenn.
Lawrence Berry Taylor Whitesburg
Ralph Nelson Toylor Farmington
James Cooper Thomas, Jr Maysville
Robert Edward Todd Greenville
Thomas Overton Townes Danville
Lou Ellen Trimble Burna
Lee Caldwell Truman, Jr Owensboro
Robert Lloyd Tuthill Lexington
Robert Hartwell Utterback Frankfort
Gwendolyn Anita Waddell Covington
Doyle Oliver Walker Marion
Earl Dickens Wallace, Jr " Lexington
John Harold Wallace Sparta, Tenn.
John Crates Wotkins Cynthiana
Clyde Purcell Watts Carrollton
Hazel Fay Wells Burkesville
James Patrick Wesley Morehead
Robert Perry Wesley Morehead
James Vernon West Lexington
[38]
NAME ADDRESS
William Sheridan Westerfield, Jr Lexington
William Harrison Wheeler Ashland
James Phillip White Lexington
William Edward Whittenburg Lexington
Roger Pollock Whitton, Jr Frankfort
Richard Irvin Wilding Louisville
Glenn Elmore Wills Shelbyville
Harold McCoy Wilson Paris
George Ishmael Witt Lexington
James Arnold Womble , Melber
Arthur Maurice Yarbrough Earlington
David Ayres Yeiser, Jr , Henderson
Donald James Young Lexington
[39]
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
EARL PLATT SLONE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PHARMACY
NAME ADDRESS
George Washington Akers Louisville
Buford Cecil Allen Liberty
Marvin Mitchell Allen Louisville
Estel King Altman Greensburg
William Victor Atherton Louisville
Sheldon Dempsey Ayers Alderson, W. Va.
Carl Ernest Beck Louisville
Sidney Alvin Bederman , Louisville
James Eugene Bell Louisville
Alvin Roscoe Bertram Monticello
Eugene Joseph Blasi , Louisville
John William Brake Burkesville
Robert Lincoln Brown, Jr Owensboro
Richard Howard Bryant Louisville
Jacob Chitlik , Louisville
Fred Lyle Coffey Cooper
Harold Vincent Combs , London
Hobart Garrett Conley, Jr Paintsville
William Alfred Conyers, Jr Louisville
Jack Dempsey Cax Corbin
William Edward Dcnhcuer, Jr Owensboro
Andy Vernon Daugherty Olive Hill
James Reid Day Owensboro
Mary Joan Deddens Louisville
Hubert Hershel Dennis Barlow
Richard Mansfield Dickerson Louisville
Rudolph William Doerhoefer, Jr. Louisville
Lucy Taylor Easley Frankfort
Marvin Eblen Stanford
Joseph Tyler Elmes Louisville
James Lawrence Eversole Louisville
Henry Featherstone , Clinton
Louis Edward Ferguson Louisville
Leon Cecil Figa Louisville
Harold David Frankel Louisville
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NAME ADDRESS
Milton Elmore Gardner Louisville
Louis Getzel Louisville
Clarence Reed Gregory , Monticello
James Earl Groves Louisville
Don Cuthbert Harris, Jr 1 Auburn
Raymond Patrick Hazelip Loulsvt lie
Joy Merit Hemberger , Louisville
Thurman Burton Hooper Jeffersonville, Ind.
Harry Wesley Houchens Louisville
William Thomas Houchens Louisville
Edwin Bertram Kaplin Louisville
Merle Ellis Koplin Louisville
George Karem, Jr. . Louisville
Ivan Edward Kerr Louisville
Christopher Russell Kilgus Maysville
Edmond Darwin King . Louisville
Raymond Louis Logsdon Louisville
Robert Lawrence Long Louisville
Loran McAfee Louisville
James Foster McDaniel Manchester
Joseph Carr McMurtry Nicholasville
Keith Everett Marple Bradfordsville
William Blackburn Montgomery Central City
Elmer Brock Moore . Louisville
Thurmon Hilton Moore " Morgantown
Carroll Lewis Morgan La Grange
Charles Edward Morris McKee
George Romuald Nally Springfield
Ernest Rudolph Panke Louisville
Joseph Parrino Louisville
John Edwin Passmore Norton, Vo.
Louis Emberson Perkins . Albany
John Junius Plemmons Louisville
Woodrow Stanley Porter Ashbyburg
John William Reed : Sellersburg, Ind.
William Michael Riley Hartford
William Milton Roach Pineville
Charles Austin Roadcap Louisville
Edward Thomas Rogers, Jr " Greensburg
Joe Gordon Rogers Greensburg
Winston Clyde Routt Upton
Sylvan Otis Roy Georgetown, Ind.
Marvin Vernon Satterly Choplin
Carl Mason Schwab Louisville
Ava Bow Smith Burkesville
Wolter Hannibal Smith Olive Hill
Joseph Thomas Speer Louisville
William Henry Strohbeck, Jr Louisville
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NAME ADDRESS
Thomas Melvin Taylor, Jr Bowling Green
Betty Audrey Thompson Paris
Thomas Bethel Vance Upton
Arthur Joseph Voss Louisville
Victor Con rid Wallace, Jr Elva
Charles Dominic Wathen Louisville
George William Wheeler, Jr Paris
Paul Whitt Mount Sterling
Victor Glen Wolfinbarger Irvine
Jock Wolford Woods Louisville
Henry Edwin Zax Louisville
William Benjamin Zinser : Louisville
[42]
GRADUATE SCHOOL
LOUIS ARTHUR PARDUE, Deon
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Samuel Elwood Allen, Jr History Lexington
William Frank Boker Psychology Versailles
Robert John Buck Greek Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Laurice Myrl Burford Greek 'Milton, Ore.
Ursula March Davidson Botany Carrie
Robert Dwight Dugan Psychology Lexington
Kenneth Wiley Elliott History lexington
Anthony Augustine Federico latin :: Memphis, Tenn.
William Burns Hornback English Anchorage
Edward John Loughrain Philosophy Waterbury, Conn.
Mildred lee McDaniel Political Science Paris
Melba Isabel Macleod Ancient
Languages .... Maxville, Ontario, Canado
Roscoe Mitchell Pierson Ubrary Science Lexington
Elizabeth Luellen Pyles Spanish Winchester
Genevieve Snider Mathematics Bloomfield
Dorothy Sorooens Trice Mathematics Oak Ridge, Tenn.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Frederick Ernest Berger Physics louisville
Alfred Louis Brown Geology Chillicothe, Ohio
Clyde Stanley Calvert, Jr Physics . Lexington
Julian Holland Chaudet, Jr Chemistry Paducah
Don Pearson Claypool Chemistry Morehead
Douglas Earl Eastwood Physics Lexington
Russell James Ford Geology Silver Grove
Beryl Cletis Franklin Anatomy and Physiology Whitesburg
Ralph Neptune Freeman Geology Barberton, Ohio
Robert Dennis Galvin Anotomy and Physiology Lexington
James Warren Graham Chemistry Lafayette, Ind.
Prince Gordon Harrill Chemistry .. Chicago, III.
Margo Wolf Hasson Bacteriology .. New York, N. Y.
Robert Deming Hayes Physics Lexington
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
George Walter Kelley, Jr ............•.... Zoology Lamar, Col.
Richard Winfield Kibler Chemistry Akron, Ohio
Charles Thomas Maney Physics Lexington
William Bryan Martin Psychology Lexington
Marcel Victor Michel Economics Fontenoille, Belgium
Elizabeth Napier Mathematics Hazard
Louis Thomas Ockerman* Chemistry . Lexington
Si Lin Pan Markets and
Rural Finance Taming, Hopei, China
Charles Albert Phillips Animal Nutrition Blaine
Richard Colbert Ramsey Physics Lexington
Nell Rice Rayburn Mathematics Greenville
Gerold William Recktenwald Chemistry Lexington
Morton Reitman Bacteriology Frederick, Md.
Bernd Ross Physics Lexington
James Pheane Ross Rurol Sociology Magnolia, Miss.
William Cornelius Simpson Physics Montgomery, Ala.
Ernest Clyde Steele Mothematics Corbin
Albert Tockman Chemistry New York, N. Y.
Curtis Howard Ward Chemistry " Woodsfield, Ohio
Jacob LaRue Worner Physics Lexington
Richard Bowen Wills Zoology Brooksville
Gordon Wilson, Jr Chemistry " Bowling Green
Charles Donald Wood Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
NAME
Charles Edgar Reddick .
ADDRESS
Phoenix, Ariz.
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN PUBLIC HEALTH




Elliott Smith Clifton Russellville
Cecil Conley " Tomahawk
Sanford Dawson Hardin Myers
Robert William Hicks III Midway
Ray Harding Hogg Mayking




Beryl Thomas McClain Lexington
Thomas Clinton Morrison, Jr Columbia
Paul Martin Saalwaechter Owensboro
Jomes Dowell St. Clair Falls of Rough
Arlie Scott Sebree
James Franklin Shane Lexington
Timothy Henry Taylor Sawyer
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN HOME ECONOMICS
NAME ADDRESS
Ida Lucille Creech Richmond
Pauline Ellis Freels Henderson
Grace Barrier Freeman Mount Pleasant, N. C.
Mei Sueh Tsai Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Bonner Sutton Coffman Christiano, Tenn.
James Thomas Elrod Sparta, Tenn.
Morius Hendrik Lubbers Amsterdam, Holland
CANDI DATE FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Arthur A. Nierenberg Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Jut Sheng Hsieh Slshul, Kweichow, China
George Preston Pedigo Cookeville, Tenn.
Herbert Hudson Thompson, Jr Lexington
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREEOF MINING ENGINEER
NAME ADDRESS
William Hoyden Roll Lexington
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John Quincey Ball, Jr Lexington
Emma Elizabeth Ballingol Mount Olivet
Birdena Belle Bishop ........................•.....................................•............• Lexington
William Curtis Bloir Lexington
Charles Idus Bradshaw " Montgomery, Ala.
William Varina Brook Lexington
James Anderson Brooks Lexington
Emmett Duel Burkeen Murray
Durword Blond Caswell Louisville
Anna Louise Connor Lexington
Mildred Gabbard Cotton Lexington
Joshua Wells Cummins Brooksville
Anne Elizabeth English Lexington
Weller Ray Gory Fallston, N. C.
Thomas Sherwood Gloss Georgetown
William Lee Gresham Hopkinsville
Rozellen Griggs Richmond
Theodore Raymond Gross Lexington
Wallace Reed Hall Lexington
Mary Ann Henderson Lexington
Max Welton Hire Goshen, Ind.
Alma Dutschke Hill Elizabethtown
Donn Denzil Hollingsworth .. Lexington
Fronk Young Hukill, Jr Lexington
William Hund Owensboro
Ailsa Johnstone Inglis Binghamton, N. Y.
Hugh Emerson Jenkins Lexington
James Edgar Johnson Georgetown
Sergius Wayne Leach Nicholasville
Nell Davis Lowrey Leitchfield
Anthony Albert McCord Lexington
Dorman Allen McFarland Georgetown
William Andrew McKenney, Jr Falmouth
Henry Groden Martin Eastern
Frances Bray Morgan Bedford
Neal OJennings Moseley Luverne, Alo.
Reed Cody Owens Praise
John Arvil Perry Williamsburg
Jean Lee Rankin Lancaster
Beverly King Richeson Lexington
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NAME ADDRESS
William Roberts, Jr. . Lexington
Clyde E. Rodgers . Corbin
William Mac Sanders. . Fronkfort
Lois Pearl Sasser . Corbin
Forrest Schenks . Lexington
Dora Edith Scott Transfer, Penn.
George Fred Sengel, Jr. .. Louisville
Clarence D. Sims, Jr Hustonville
Marguerite Culton Sparrow.... Irvine
Margaret Narcissa Stewart Clinchport, Va.
Lola Juanita Stokes .. Lexington
Clarence Emory Underwood . Lexington
Thurman Oliver Watson . Alton, Ill.
Orville Ray Wheeler Beckley, W. Va.
Naomi Caldwell Wilhoit Lexington
Porter Shelley Wood Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN EDUCATION
NAME ADDRESS
Billie Rhea Bryant . Corbin
Lloyd LaVerne Suey Hardinsburg
Benjamin Cohn Lexington
Glenwood Lewis Creech . Stanford
James Ruff Kerr . Whiteford, Md.
Rhea Harold Milby Coalgood
Wilbert Clyde Montgomery Lexington
Kenneth Riley Memphis, Tenn.
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREEOF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
NAME
Lyman Vernon Ginger .
ADDRESS
Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Delbert Ferrel Atkins Mathemotics Lexington
Harold Brown Clark Agricultural Economics Lexington
Ernest Collins Political Science Athens, Ohio
Betsy Worth Estes Psychology Lexington
Guy Forman Physics Nashville, Tenn.
David Hamilton Orr Psychology Northwood, N. H.
John Karl Reckzeh Mathematics Chicago, III.















CERTIFICATES IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Under the Southern Regional Training Program Granted
Jointly with the University of Alabama and
the University of Tennessee
NAME ADDRESS
Robert David Bell Lexington
Charles Payne Boyd Houston, Texes
Claude Jefferson Davis Robbinsville, N. C.
William Haynes Fortenberry Clay
Thomas M. Layton Patsburg, Ala.
James Lyle Miller, Jr Sarasota, Flo.
Richard Garland Walls Houlka, Miss.
William Brownlee Welsh Berea
Charles lovelace Wheeler Upton
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COMMENCEMENT HONORS
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
Established in 1927 by the New York Southern Society, and awarded to a mon
and woman in the senior class of the University and to a citizen of Kentucky, not
connected with the University, who, because of the quality of their lives, ore judged




GRADUATED "WITH HIGH DISTINCTION"
James Howard Barnes
John Victor Barnett


























Anna J ean Lyons
Stanley Lee McElroy
Marshall Malin McEuen, Jr.
Cecil Frederick McGee

























































Robert Bruce Stewart, Jr.
James Morrison Stone
Rolph Nelson Taylor







David Ayres Yeiser, Jr.
Students are graduated "With High Distinction" wha attain a standing of 2.6
or higher for at least three years. Students ore graduated "With Distinction" who
attain a standing of 2.4 to 2.6 far at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either of




Honors in Ancient languages-Barbara Jefferson Harris
Honors in Bacteriology-Venita Lu Dawson
Honors in Botany-Kenneth Wells
Honors in Journalism-Harold Goodwin Fleenor
Honors in Journalism-Betty Lee Mastin
Honors in Mathematics-Allen Filmore Wilson
Honors in Music-Mary Carolyn Carver
Honors in Music--Gertrude Lasseter Patch
Honors in Physics-William Clement Swift
Honors in Political 5cience--Peggy Gibbs Elmore
Honors in Politico! Science-James Arnett Groves
Honors in Political Science--James Minor Nickell
Honors in Psychology-Virginia Lee Henry
Honors in Psychology-Frances Janet Jernigan
Honors in Social Work-Henrietta Morris Cohn






Hail Kentucky, Alma Moter!
Loyal sons and daughters sing;
Sound her praise with voice united:
To the breeze her colors fling.
To the blue and white be true;
Badge triumphant age on age;
Blue, the sky that o'er us bends;
White, Kentucky's stainless page.
Hail thee ever, old Kentucky!
Glorious is thy heritage;
Proud thy nome and thy traditions;
Proud thy place on history's page!
May we ne'er forget thy fame
Mother of the great and free;
May we e'er uphold thy name,
Old Kentucky, hail to thee!
• • •
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh say! con you see, 9V the down's early light,
What so proudly we hoiled at the twilight's lost gleaming?
Whose brood stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we wotch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bambs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flog was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-spangled Bonner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
• Words by Josephine Funkhouser
Music by ClIrl A. Lampert
